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Whenever a Gospel reading reports that “some Pharisees” start to interrogate Jesus, I have a strong urge to yell “Look out 
Jesus, it’s a TRAP!”   Even more so when the topic under question is divorce.  After all, this is the subject that got John 
the Baptist arrested after he called out Herod Antipas for his improper marriage to his brother’s ex-wife.  And that 
situation ended with John’s head on a platter, literally.    
 
But Jesus does not hesitate- he uses his default strategy when confronted with religious authorities trying to trick him into 
some blasphemy or other fault in observance. He answers their question with a question.    
 
The Pharisees: “Is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife?”  
Jesus: “What did Moses command you?”     
The Pharisees: “Moses allowed a man to write a certificate of dismissal and to divorce her.” 
 
And then Jesus uses his other default strategy, he doesn’t stop there. He moves beyond the rules and regulations 
and gets to the heart of the matter: “Because of your hardness of heart he wrote this commandment for you” 
Jesus tells them before expounding his high standards for spousal relationship.  And yet, what he holds out is a 
major departure from the customs of the day.   
 
Notice that the questions I about whether a man can divorce his wife.  It is not even on the radar screen to ask if 
a woman can divorce her husband.  “Good” wives were valuable, “more precious than jewels” as the lesson 
from Proverbs told us two weeks ago.  But they were property but could be quite casually dismissed for 
displeasing their husbands, and without any recourse.  The consequences of such a dismissal for the woman and 
for the children were devastating: poverty and social isolation, possibly survival itself.   
 
Jesus’ teaching here is not about casting judgement on those who get a divorce so much as it is a focus on who 
and what is vulnerable to harm in the situation and encouraging us to soften our hearts on behalf of the 
vulnerable, like children and their mothers.  To soften our hearts so that we make decisions not based solely on 
our own pleasure or displeasure, but to consider seriously the effects of our decisions on others- especially those 
who are most vulnerable and marginalized.  In 2018, the vulnerable and marginalized should be understood to 
include our fellow human beings, and to extend that to include our planet and its ecosystems, the animals and 
plants and all of creation. 
 
As if to underscore that focus on vulnerability, this Gospel passage concludes with Jesus specifically calling for 
the little children to be brought to him. He responds by taking them in to his arms and blessing them.  Of the 
children, he says “it is to such as these that the kingdom of heaven belongs”.  I interpret this image of the open-
heartedness of children as the antithesis of the hard-heartedness that Jesus impugns earlier in this Gospel. 
 
The world has felt pretty hard-hearted in recent weeks.  We have watched as a brave woman’s story of sexual 
assault was presented, and even supposedly deemed credible, and yet utterly disregarded when the time came 
for a vote to consolidate power on the highest court in the land. Disregard for the vulnerable, definitely. Hard 
hearted, indeed.   
 
Our city listened to testimony about the murder of Laquan McDonald by a police officer intent on shooting this 
young man, in spite of the fact that eight of his fellow officers on the scene had been standing around waiting 
for a taser to arrive rather than using their guns.  The tension in Chicago was high as the jury deliberated on 
Thursday and Friday- if the officer was not convicted, would this city explode with rioting and violence?   The 
fact of a conviction in the McDonald case is some consolation, yes, and it is so atypical that our concerns about 
institutionalized racism and police brutality remain well-founded 
 



Both these recent events might heighten our felt need to hunker down for protection.  Staying well-defended 
may feel like a wise choice in a society rife with racism, objectification, bullying, and greed.  And that is 
precisely not what Jesus calls us to be and do. It is not what he did in his day of oppression, violence and 
disregard for the vulnerable. 
 
The Hebrews reading, written to the early church in a time of rejection and persecution, reminds us of Jesus’ 
willing to risk the cost of remaining vulnerable and open-hearted, and of siding with the priorities of God.  Jesus 
is his passion and cross was our “pioneer of salvation… through suffering”. That suffering is real- being open-
hearted and vulnerable in the face of oppression and violence IS a risk.   The result, however, is the glory of 
living our lives as brothers and sisters of Jesus, “the exact imprint of God’s very being” who “sustains all things 
by his powerful Word”. 
 
So where do we find the grace and the strength to become and persevere in being ever more open-hearted and 
for standing in vulnerability with the marginalized and oppressed?  Not in our individual strength and will, for 
that will never be enough.  Rather, we receive grace and hope and strength to keep our eyes and hearts fixed on 
the hope of God’s kingdom through this community of faith and through coming together week after week to 
share in the sacramental presence of Christ among us. 
 
We come together as the congregation to praise God with the vulnerable and risky hope and trust of children.   
 
We come together to be welcomed, without exception, to the banquet of God’s merciful love in holy 
communion.  
 
We come together in community to receive Christ and to have our hearts softened and our souls graced with 
compassion and courage, to trust in the Lord and to live with integrity. 
 
My brothers and sisters, having heard the Word of truth and hope, let us come to the table to be fed. 
 
 


